Development- and activity-dependent expression of clusterin in the mouse olfactory bulb.
Clusterin, a protein involved in many biological processes, is expressed broadly in the central nervous system, but its functions remain largely unknown. As preparations for elucidating some possible functions, we examined the spatiotemporal expression patterns of clusterin in the mouse olfactory bulb at different developmental stages and under different neuronal activity levels. Our results revealed a dynamic expression of the protein during development. Clusterin signal was seemingly diffuse during the early stages of development, shifted to the cell somas later and then predominantly to the axons of projection neurons in the adult stage, with a transition point at approximately postnatal day 18. The effects of olfactory deficits on the clusterin expression level in an anosmic mouse model were neuron-specific: the signals increased remarkably from faint to strong in olfactory sensory neurons, reduced considerably from moderate/strong to faint in the centrifugal projection neurons, decreased moderately from moderate to faint in the local bulbar projection neurons, and remained intense in long-distance bulbar projection neurons. These results showed that clusterin expression is modulated dynamically during development and by sensory activity. These findings deepen our understanding of this broadly expressed protein.